
The programme of the fifth Comenius project meeting 

 ”Your Europe-democratic shaping in sharing” 

Latvia, Kaunata 

22.09.-27.09.2013. 
   

Day Time Activities Notes 

21.- 23.09. 2013. 
Arrivals 

 Arrivals 
A taxi: - Airport – hotel  „Viktorija” 
Estonian team - in Kaunata on 22.09. 
at 6.p.m. 

23.09. 
Riga and its 
neighbourhood 

05.30 
Estonian students leaving from Kaunata 
by bus. Teachers at 6.00 at the hotel  

The bus will be waiting in front of the 
hotel”Kolonna” 

10.00 - 12.00 
Sightseeing tour around Riga(places of 
historical and democratic heritage) 

Mostly walking on foot 

12.30 - 13.30 Lunch  
Cafe „Lido”(everybody takes that he 
wants, the price depends of food 
being chosen) 

13.30 - 18.00 Going by bus to Kaunata 

Teachers get off in Rezekne, 
hotel”Kolonna”. 
Students are met by their hosts in 
Kaunata 

20.00 
Teachers: Dinner  
Students: in the host families 

Restaurant ”Rozalija 
(in the same hotel) 

24.09. a day in 
Kaunata Secondary 
School and the village 
Kaunata 

24.09. a day 
in Kaunata 
Secondary 
School and 
the village 
Kaunata 

24.09. a day in Kaunata Secondary 
School and the village Kaunata 

24.09. a day in Kaunata Secondary 
School and the village Kaunata 

8.30  
The bus for teachers at the hotel 
”Kolonna”, going to Kaunata 

 

9.00 - 9.40 Teachers around the school Both teachers and students-team 
work 9.40 - 10.40 Workshop”Friendships tree” 

10.40 Coffee break for teachers   

 

11.00 - 12.45 
Concert of students, parents and 
teachers, folk dances 

 

12.45 - 13.30 
Lunch for students 
Teachers:discussion -future plans 

 

13.30 - 14.10 Lunch for teachers  

13.30 - 15.00 
Students workshop on self - 
governments in schools 

Every school shows their materials 
about students self-government 
activities 

14.15 - 15.30 Teachers: meeting the village-Kaunata  

15.30 Going back to the hotel by bus Hungarian team arrives in Rezekne at 
13.50 and takes a taxi to the hotel.) 
The same bus will take Hungarian 
students from the hotel to Kaunata, 
to their host families 

16.00 
Hungarian students are met in Kaunata 
by the host families 

17.30 
Teachers: the concert of the orchestra of 
National Armed Forces in Rezekne Hall 
”Gors”  

 

After the 
concert 

Dinner for teachers  The restaurant”Gors” 



25.09. Excursion 
around  Latgale-the 
land of blue lakes 

8.30 The bus for teachers at the hotel  

9.00 

Students and teachers – excursion 
around Latgale(eastern part of Latvia): 

 Mākoņkalns(Wolkenberg); 

 Andrupene Catholic church; 

 Andrupene rural farm 

house(19-20 century); 

 

12.00 - 12.30 Stop for snacks, tea in Andrupene 

Eating traditional Latgalian dishes + 
entertainmen 

12.30 - 14.30 Visiting a Catholic Bazilica in Aglona. 

15.00 - 16.30 
A museum of bread in Aglona with lunch 
inclusive 

17.30 Arriving in Kaunata 
Students in the host families, 
Teachers-going by bus to the hotel 

 20.00 Dinner for teachers  The „Maria Cafe” 

26.09. 
Sightseeing around 
Rezekne. 
 

8.00 
Students : going to Rezekne by public 
transport(bus) 

 

9.00 Teachers: at the hotel  

9.30 Teachers and students 
Both groups will meet at the Jesus 
Heart Cathedrale  

9.30-12.30 

Visiting: 

 Latgale Culture Centre 

”Gors”;  

 Rezekne Youth Centre 

”Zeimuļs” 

Teachers and students. 
 An English speaking guide 

13.00 - 14.00 Lunch 
Students: in the Cafe”Zeimuls” 

Teachers: in the”Maria Cafe” 

14.20 
Students going back to Kaunata by public 
transport(bus) 

 

14.00 - 18.00 Teachers - free time 
Greek team leaving for Riga by train 
at 16.24 

Farewell. 

18.00 
Students - from Kaunata to the guest 
house”Ezerkrasti” by bus 

 

18.30 
Teachers- going from the hotel to the 
guest house”Ezerkrasti” by bus; 

 

19.00 - 22.00 Farewell disco party with dinner Students, teachers 

27.09. Leaving for Riga 

5.30. 
Students leaving for Riga from Kaunata 
by bus 

The bus will take the German, 
Bulgarian, Romanian, and Italian 
team to the airport. 
 

6.00 Teachers from the hotel 

7.10 
Hungarian teachers at the  hotel, going 
to Kaunata by public bus 

8.10 - 11.00 
Showing around the village Kaunata and 
the school,  
Workshop”Friendships tree” 

11.30 - 12.00 Lunch 

12.20 
Hungarian team leaving for Rezekne by 
public bus 

16.24 Leaving for Riga 

 


